Region-based contrast enhancement of mammograms.
Diagnostic features in mammograms vary widely in size and shape. Classical image enhancement techniques cannot adapt to the varying characteristics of such features. An adaptive method for enhancing the contrast of mammographic features of varying size and shape is presented. The method uses each pixel in the image as a seed to grow a region. The extent and shape of the region adapt to local image gray-level variations, corresponding to an image feature. The contrast of each region is calculated with respect to its individual background. Contrast is then enhanced by applying an empirical transformation based on each region's seed pixel value, its contrast, and its background. A quantitative measure of image contrast improvement is also defined based on a histogram of region contrast and used for comparison of results. Using mammogram images digitized at high resolution (less than 0.1 mm pixel size), it is shown that the validity of microcalcification clusters and anatomic details is considerably improved in the processed images.